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Abstract

String stability analysis of an autonomous formation flight system was performed using linear and nonlinear simulations. String stability is a measure of how position errors propagate from one vehicle to another in a cascaded system. In the formation flight system considered here, each $i^{th}$ aircraft uses information from itself and the preceding ($(i-1)^{th}$) aircraft to track a commanded relative position. A possible solution for meeting performance requirements with such a system is to allow string instability. This paper explores two results of string instability and outlines analysis techniques for string unstable systems. The three analysis techniques presented here are: linear, nonlinear formation performance, and ride quality. The linear technique was developed from a worst-case scenario and could be applied to the design of a string unstable controller. The nonlinear formation performance and ride quality analysis techniques both use nonlinear formation simulation. Three of the four formation-controller gain-sets analyzed in this paper were limited more by ride quality than by performance. Formations of up to seven aircraft in a cascaded formation could be used in the presence of light gusts with this string unstable system.

Nomenclature

**Acronyms**

6-DOF six degrees-of-freedom
AFF Autonomous Formation Flight
BIBO bounded input, bounded output
DFRC Dryden Flight Research Center (Edwards Air Force Base, California)
F/A-18 twin-engine jet fighter aircraft (Boeing, USA)
GPS Global Positioning System
ISO International Organization for Standardization
MSDV motion sickness dose value, $(m/sec)^{1.5}$
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration (Washington, D. C.)
PID proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative
PSD Power Spectral Density
SISO single input, single output

**Symbols**

amp amplitude of oscillation (peak value)
$a_w$ frequency-weighted acceleration, m/s$^2$
dB decibels
E East direction in Earth tangent reference frame
$E_{i,abs}$ absolute-position error of the $i^{th}$ aircraft, ft
$E_{i,rel}$ relative-position error of the $i^{th}$ aircraft, ft
$G_1(s)$ example of a string unstable closed-loop transfer function
$G_2(s)$ example of a string stable closed-loop transfer function
\[ G(s) \] closed-loop transfer function

Hz hertz, cycles/sec

\[ i \] aircraft formation index

\[ j \] imaginary number, \( \sqrt{-1} \)

\[ K_\phi \] bank angle gain

\[ K_{I_Y} \] lateral position integral gain

\[ K_{I_Z} \] vertical position integral gain

\[ K_m \] motion sickness constant

\[ K_{N_Z} \] normal acceleration gain

\[ K_{V_Y} \] lateral velocity gain

\[ K_{V_Z} \] vertical velocity gain

\[ K_Y \] lateral position gain

\[ K_Z \] vertical position gain

\[ \text{max} \] maximum

\[ M_m \] peak magnitude of the closed-loop transfer function

\[ n \] total number of aircraft in series formation

\[ N \] North direction in earth tangent reference frame

\[ N_Z \] vertical acceleration, g

\[ P_i \] position of the \( i^{th} \) aircraft, ft

\[ P_{in} \] single position input, ft

\[ P_{o,i} \] initial position of the aircraft, ft

\[ P_{out} \] single position output, ft

\[ P_{Y_{\text{leading}}} \] Y-axis leading aircraft position, ft

\[ P_{Y_{\text{trailing}}} \] Y-axis trailing aircraft position, ft

\[ P_{Z_{\text{leading}}} \] Z-axis leading aircraft position, ft

\[ P_{Z_{\text{trailing}}} \] Z-axis trailing aircraft position, ft

\[ R_n \] ratio of absolute-position error, given by equation (6)

\[ s \] Laplace transform variable, \( s = \sigma + j\omega \)

\[ t \] time, seconds

\[ X \] longitudinal axes of formation reference frame

\[ Y \] lateral axes of formation reference frame

\[ Z \] vertical axes of formation reference frame

\[ \gamma_1 \] input direction, deg

\[ \gamma_2 \] output direction, deg

\[ \Delta P_Y \] lateral relative position, ft

\[ \Delta P_{Y_{\text{cmd}}} \] lateral relative-position command, ft

\[ \Delta P_{Y_{\text{err}}} \] lateral relative-position error, ft

\[ \Delta P_{Z_{\text{cmd}}} \] vertical relative-position command, ft

\[ \Delta P_{Z_{\text{err}}} \] vertical relative-position error, ft

\[ \Delta V_Y \] lateral relative velocity, ft/sec

\[ \Delta V_{Y_{\text{err}}} \] lateral relative-velocity error, ft/sec

\[ \Delta V_Z \] vertical relative velocity, ft/sec

\[ \Delta V_{Z_{\text{err}}} \] vertical relative-velocity error, ft/sec

\[ \sigma \] real part of complex number \( s \),

\[ \sigma = \sigma + j\omega \]

\[ \phi \] bank angle, deg

\[ \omega \] input frequency, rad/sec

\[ \omega_m \] frequency of \( M_m \), rad/sec

**Introduction**

Loosely speaking, string stability is a measure of how errors propagate through a series of interconnected systems. A formation of aircraft is considered string stable if, for instance, a position error between the first and second aircraft results in a smaller position error between the second and third aircraft.

An example of string instability can be found by considering a formation of piloted aircraft in low-visibility conditions such as clouds. With this limited visibility, each pilot can only see the aircraft directly ahead and attempts to track a position relative to that aircraft. Typically, any position changes to the first aircraft are reacted to by the second aircraft with slight overshoot. Each aircraft overshoots the motion of the previous aircraft. This can cause unacceptable motion of the last aircraft in the string.

There has been much work done investigating string instability, most of which is directed toward automotive technology such as adaptive cruise control\(^1\) and the automated highway system\(^2,3\). The vast majority of this work has been directed toward investigating varying strategies to avoid or correct string instability. The common conclusions are that either large amounts of intervehicle communication are needed, or trajectory following or headway guidance approaches are needed\(^4,5\).

Most studies are constrained by the requirement that a formation of infinite size must be string stable. The system described in this paper is limited in formation...
size and is therefore free to explore string unstable systems.

**Autonomous Formation Flight**

This paper focuses its investigation on the string-stability properties of the Autonomous Formation Flight (AFF) control system. The AFF program was developed to try to obtain drag reduction, and hence improve fuel efficiency, through formation flight.\(^6\)

In a manner similar to birds in a V-shaped formation, each individual aircraft can reduce its induced drag through wingtip-vortex interaction.\(^6,7,8,9\) A full description of the AFF program can be found in references 6 and 10. Two F/A-18 aircraft in close formation flight are shown in figure 1.

The AFF system shown in figure 2 was used to position a trailing aircraft relative to a leading aircraft. The design objectives were to have the trailing aircraft, in a two-ship formation, maintain relative position in the lateral and vertical directions. Response to commands was to be brisk and smooth without adversely affecting pilot comfort. The design was limited to a two-ship formation and therefore string stability issues were not considered in the design. A proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative (PID) controller with state feedback was used in this system (fig 3 and 4). Limited by hardware constraints, the control system outputs are longitudinal-stick and lateral-stick commands. The formation controller inputs are lateral-position errors, vertical-position errors, lateral-velocity errors, vertical-velocity errors, local normal acceleration, and local bank angle. Longitudinal position was controlled by the pilot with the throttle.

The guidance and navigation algorithms use a formation reference-frame aligned with a fixed formation-heading (fig 5). Details of the guidance and navigation can be found in reference 6.

Four different gain-sets were developed and flight-tested. They are referred to as A-gains, B-gains, C-gains, and D-gains. The A-gains were designed with high stability margins and were used for initial tests of the system in flight. The B-gains were designed to meet performance goals with adequate stability margins. The C-gains were designed with lower stability margins to allow better performance. The D-gains were designed to give zero steady-state error in the presence of sensor biases. The D-gains are the only gains with a nonzero position integral term.
This paper investigates the effects of extending the AFF two-ship formation controller to an n-ship formation. It was expected that an n-ship formation would be string-unstable; however, the authors were interested in attempting to quantify the degree to which the performance of the system and ride quality degraded with such a control system.

Two types of stability are used in this paper; bounded-input–bounded-output (BIBO) stability and string stability. The BIBO stability of a single linear system (individual stability) is met if the real part of each pole of the system is negative. A formation of aircraft is BIBO-stable if bounded motion of the 1st aircraft results in bounded motion of the nth aircraft. String stability only describes the growth or decay of errors in the formation.

The cascaded system shown in figure 6 is used to approximate n aircraft flying under formation control. Each identical system, G(s), attempts to follow the position of the preceding system. Here G(s) is a linear single-input–single-output (SISO) system that is assumed to be individually stable. Sheikholeslam and Desoer\textsuperscript{12} show that a cascaded system of identical vehicles (G(s)) will be string stable if

\[ |G(j\omega)| < 1 \quad \text{for all } \omega > 0 \quad (1) \]

where \( j\omega \) is substituted for \( s \) because \( \sigma = 0 \) for constant oscillatory motion. A cascaded system that satisfies equation (1) will attenuate formation errors. The nth aircraft of a string stable system will attenuate motion of the 1st aircraft. If the system is string unstable according to equation (1), then errors will be amplified by the formation.

\[ \frac{P_n(s)}{P_1(s)} = (G(s))^{n-1} \quad (2) \]
where $n$ is the number of aircraft connected in series formation and $P_i$ is the position of the $i^{th}$ aircraft. The formation transfer function $(G(s))^n-1$ has $n$-1 multiple poles and $n$-1 multiple zeros of $G(s)$. If $G(s)$ is individually stable then the formation will be BIBO stable.

Consider the two second-order systems:

$$G_1(s) = \frac{100}{s^2 + 6s + 100}$$

$$G_2(s) = \frac{100}{s^2 + 16s + 100}$$

with transfer function magnitudes shown in figure 7. $G_1(s)$ is string unstable according to equation (1) and a formation of these systems would amplify a 10 rad/sec sinusoidal input. If the input to $G_1(s)$ were removed and the formation size was finite, all systems in the formation would return to zero because each system is individually stable. For comparison, $G_2(s)$ is string stable and would not amplify errors when connected in series.

Figure 8 shows the step responses of the two systems when connected in series. The response of $G_1(s)$ shows the exponential amplification of errors caused by string instability. Also note that since $G_1(s)$ and $G_2(s)$ are both individually stable, errors go to zero when the input is held steady. A string unstable formation of systems such as $G_1(s)$ will have an unbounded output only if the formation size is infinite.

![Figure 7](image7.png)

(a) $G_1(s)$.

![Figure 8](image8.png)

(b) $G_2(s)$.  

Figure 7. Magnitude of closed-loop transfer functions from second-order example. $G_1$ is string unstable, $G_2$ is string stable.

Figure 8. Step response of a string unstable system and a string stable system with five aircraft.
For string stability analysis an absolute-position error was defined as the difference between the aircraft position \( P_i \) and its initial position \( P_{o,i} \).

\[
E_{i,\text{abs}} = P_i - P_{o,i}
\]  
(3)

The absolute-position error \( E_{i,\text{abs}} \) in equation (3) is different than the relative-position error used by the controller.

\[
E_{i,\text{rel}} = P_i - P_{i-1}
\]  
(4)

Each aircraft is assumed to have an initial relative-position error of zero.

In a worst-case scenario, the formation will be excited by constant oscillatory motion. The absolute-position error amplitude ratio of the \( n \)th aircraft to the first aircraft for sinusoidal input is given in equation (5). For this analysis, the excitation is restricted to be only on the 1st aircraft.

\[
|G(j\omega)|^{n-1} = \frac{\text{amp}(E_{n,\text{abs}})}{\text{amp}(E_{1,\text{abs}})} \quad \text{for any } \omega > 0
\]  
(5)

Equation (5) can be used to predict the largest amplitude of oscillation possible for the \( n \)th aircraft due to motion of the 1st aircraft at a given frequency.

The peak magnitude of \( G(j\omega) \), referred to as \( M_m \), defines the maximum value of equation (5). Substituting the frequency at which \( M_m \) occurs, \( \omega_m \), into equation (5) produces equation (6).

\[
(M_m)^{n-1} = \max \left[ \frac{(E_{n,\text{abs}})}{(E_{1,\text{abs}})} \right] = R_n
\]  
(6)

Equation (6) can be used as a bound on the system for string stability during the design of the controller. This gives the designer an initial look at the degree of string instability of the system and a tool for linear control design. Equation (6) does not replace nonlinear formation simulation or ride quality analysis described later in this paper. System excitation at a different frequency, or with non-sinusoidal motion, will result in a response that is less than the response predicted by equation (6). Equation (6) is only valid if the communication parameters between the aircraft are single-input–single-output (SISO).

An important observation from equation (6) is that the amplitude of the absolute-position error is not affected by the phase lag of \( G(s) \) or the time delay of the interaircraft communications. These effects degrade tracking performance but do not determine the peak motion of the \( n \)th aircraft described by equation (6).

Conversion of the AFF System to a Single-Input–Single-Output System

The AFF system (fig 2) was converted to a linear SISO model so that equation (6) could be used. The system was not broken into separate lateral and vertical SISO models because of the possibility that a combination of lateral and vertical inputs could be the worst-case input. First, it was assumed that the system input only consists of leading aircraft motion. All other inputs and disturbances were assumed to be zero. The second assumption was that the leading aircraft velocities could be exactly calculated from the leading aircraft positions. With these assumptions, the system was reduced to a two-input two-output system. The two inputs were leading aircraft \( Y \) position, \( P_{Y \text{leading}} \), and leading aircraft \( Z \) position, \( P_{Z \text{leading}} \). The two outputs were trailing aircraft \( Y \) position, \( P_{Y \text{trailing}} \) and trailing aircraft \( Z \) position, \( P_{Z \text{trailing}} \).

An independent variable (\( \gamma_1 \)) was created for the purpose of combining the lateral and vertical axes of the system in order that a worst-case combination of inputs could be used. The two inputs were parameterized with input direction \( \gamma_1 \) using equation (7) and equation (8).

\[
P_{Y \text{leading}} = P_{in} \cdot \cos(\gamma_1)
\]  
(7)

\[
P_{Z \text{leading}} = P_{in} \cdot \sin(\gamma_1)
\]  
(8)

The further assumption of a constant \( \gamma_1 \) reduces the system input to one parameter, \( P_{in} \). The two system outputs were combined in a similar fashion by defining \( \gamma_2 \) and \( P_{out} \).

\[
\gamma_2 = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{P_{Z \text{trailing}}}{P_{Y \text{trailing}}}\right)
\]  
(9)

\[
P_{out} = \sqrt{\left(P_{Y \text{trailing}}^2 + P_{Z \text{trailing}}^2\right)} \cdot \cos(\gamma_2 - \gamma_1)
\]  
(10)
Equations (7) and (8) force the leading aircraft to move along a line defined by the fixed angle $\gamma_1$ and equations (9) and (10) project the two trailing aircraft positions onto the same line to form a single trailing aircraft position, $P_{out}$. Figure 9 shows pictorially how $\gamma_1$ was used to create $P_{in}$ and $P_{out}$. The resulting SISO system is shown in figure 10.

![Figure 9](image)

Figure 9. Parameterization of lateral and vertical positions into $P_{in}$ and $P_{out}$.

Linear Results

The string stability analysis was performed at the input direction ($\gamma_1$) that yielded the highest peak of the closed-loop transfer function ($M_m$) for each gain-set. The effect of input direction was found by plotting $M_m$ with varying values of $\gamma_1$ as shown in figure 11. The input direction that yielded the highest values of $M_m$ was found to be $\gamma_1 = 90$ deg for all gain-sets. This input direction was used in the linear string stability analysis. Longitudinal string stability was ignored during the linear analysis because longitudinal position was controlled by the pilot.

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. Single-input–single-output representation of the formation control system.

Nonlinear Formation Performance

Formation performance is based on the relative-position error described by equation (4). String instability can cause the relative-position tracking performance of the $n^{th}$ aircraft to degrade beyond acceptable limits. Formation performance can be analyzed with linear system models connected in series or with nonlinear formation simulation. A 6-DOF nonlinear formation flight simulation was used in this analysis.14 Formations were simulated by performing multiple runs of a single aircraft and formation autopilot simulation.10 The $i^{th}$ aircraft tracked the motion of a previously recorded $(i-1)^{th}$ aircraft simulation. This process was repeated for each aircraft in formation. The combinations of lateral and vertical inputs to the formation were determined using equations (7) and (8).

Two test cases were chosen for nonlinear formation performance analysis to represent the set of all inputs expected to occur during flight. The first test case was a step input on the relative-position command of the first aircraft in formation. The second test case used only light turbulence to excite the formation.
The absolute positions of each aircraft in a seven-aircraft formation, due to step excitation, are plotted in figure 13. The A-gains were used for this test. Step commands on the relative-position command of ±10 ft were given to the 1st aircraft to excite the formation. The nonzero initial conditions of some of the aircraft are a result of error magnification that occurred before the maneuver began. The exponential magnification of errors in this formation is a result of string instability. Formations using the B-, C-, and D-gains were also simulated. Results of these simulations show that the B-, C-, and D-gains all have higher step responses than the A-gains.

The results from the nonlinear formation simulation with step input excitation were compared to the linear results from equation (6). The absolute error ratio of the 3rd aircraft to the 1st aircraft for each gain-set is plotted in figure 14. These comparisons show that the linear analysis technique is very conservative for predicting the response of the formation to step inputs. This result is expected because equation (6) used the assumption of constant sinusoidal input at a frequency chosen to give the highest absolute-position errors. Step inputs give a good indication of the system dynamics, but do not excite string stability dynamics as well as constant oscillatory input.

The simulation of a seven-aircraft formation in light turbulence using A-gains yielded less severe aircraft motion. Relative-position commands were set to zero for these tests. Figure 15 shows the positions of a seven-aircraft formation in light turbulence using the
A-gains. The motion of the first three aircraft is dominated by gust response, but the remaining aircraft in formation seem to be driven more by string instability. The seventh aircraft has constant oscillatory motion with a peak of approximately 20 ft and a frequency of approximately 0.063 Hz. Note that $\omega_m$ for the A-gains is 0.086 Hz. Although excited by random gusts, the aircraft near the back of the formation became oscillatory with a frequency of oscillation close to $\omega_m$.

Each aircraft in the seven-aircraft formation using the A-gains meets the AFF phase-0 goal of a standard deviation of relative-position error that is less than 9 ft in light gusts. The AFF goal was intended for use with two-aircraft formations, but is used here as a semiarbitrary limit of relative-position tracking performance. Figure 16 shows the relative-position error of each aircraft in formation in light gusts. Comparison of figure 15 to figure 16 illustrates the difference between absolute aircraft motion predicted by equation (6) and relative tracking performance given by equation (4). The absolute-position errors are larger and grow quicker than the relative-position errors. This is because the relative-position errors are reduced when the aircraft are in phase with each other.

The standard deviation of relative-position error for each of the four gain-sets is plotted in figure 17. This figure compares the relative-position tracking performance of each aircraft to the 9 ft standard deviation limit used for this study. The C-gains are limited by performance at the 5th aircraft. The A-gains have sufficient tracking performance with up to seven aircraft in formation. The design of the A-gains with increased stability margins resulted in a gain-set with low bandwidth but improved string stability characteristics when compared to other gain-sets.
Ride Quality Analysis

String instability also adversely affects aircraft ride quality. “Ride quality” typically describes the passenger’s level of comfort. Measurements made using the nonlinear formation simulations were used to assess the ride quality at the $i^{th}$ aircraft. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard for motion sickness was used to translate the accelerations experienced into a measure of pilot comfort. More specifically, motion sickness dose values (MSDV) were calculated for each of the $n$ aircraft in the formation. The MSDV has been defined such that higher values correspond to greater likelihood of motion sickness. The MSDV for vertical acceleration is defined as

$$\text{MSDV}_z(t) = \left( \int_0^T [a_w(t)]^2 \, dt \right)^{1/2}$$

(11)

here $a_w$ is a frequency-weighted acceleration in the $z$-direction and $T$ is the total period during which motion could occur. Data used in the ride-quality analysis was taken from time histories from the nonlinear formation simulation lasting 200 seconds. Lateral ride-quality analysis was not performed because lateral acceleration weightings are not given in the ISO standard for motion sickness and because lateral accelerations were found to be significantly lower than vertical accelerations during these tests.

The limit for acceptable ride quality was found by limiting the percentage of the general population that would vomit after an hour of flight in these conditions. A limit of 10 percent was chosen because it has been used in previous ride-quality analysis with military aircraft. A $K_m$ factor of one-third was used in this analysis. Ride-quality limits and $K_m$ factors will vary with aircraft type, mission, and passenger characteristics.

Ride Quality Results

Figure 18 shows the ride quality of each aircraft in formation for each gain-set. An unexpected result of this analysis is that gain-sets B, C, and D are all constrained more by ride quality than by relative-position tracking performance. This is because the aircraft motion resulting from string instability determined by the $M_m$ values of the B-, C- and D-gains occur at a frequency that is conducive to motion sickness. This can be seen by comparing the magnitude plots of the closed-loop transfer functions to the frequency-weighting curve given in ISO-2631-1 for motion sickness (figure 19). The A-gains have reduced MSDV$_z$ values because they have better string stability and because the ISO frequency-weighting curve at the value of $\omega_m$ for the A-gains is not weighted as heavily.
Concluding Remarks

Analysis techniques in this paper can be used to determine the effect of string instability on an aircraft under autonomous formation control. Linear analysis, nonlinear performance analysis, and ride-quality analysis were used to analyze a formation flight system for string stability. The three analysis methods were applied to a formation control system using F/A-18 aircraft to demonstrate the results of string instability.

The linear string stability equations provided in this paper can be used to determine a relative measure of string stability. The equations show that the amplitude of oscillation of the aircraft in a cascaded formation is not affected by the phase lag of each closed-loop formation system or by the interaircraft communication delay. The linear technique discussed in this paper could be applied to the design of a formation control system to conservatively limit a SISO system for string stability.

Performance analysis was executed with a nonlinear simulation of the system. Nonlinear formation simulation also demonstrated the conservativeness of the linear analysis. Formation simulation performed with excitation consisting of only light turbulence produced oscillatory motion of the aircraft in the back of the formation. The frequency of oscillation was nearly equal to the frequency of the peak magnitude of the closed-loop transfer function of the system. Adequate performance with formations of up to seven aircraft could be obtained using the A-gains in light turbulence.

The ride quality of each aircraft in formation was evaluated for four gain-sets using the nonlinear simulation and the ISO-2631 standard. Three of the gain-sets are limited more by ride quality than by performance. The exception is the A-gains, because the magnifications of position errors caused by string instability occur at a lower frequency. Each aircraft in a seven-aircraft formation using A-gains would meet performance specifications and have adequate ride quality.

A string unstable formation control system can be considered when the formation size is limited and the guidance and communication are similar to the system presented in this paper. It is recommended that a string stability constraint is included in the design of such systems.
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